
DREAMER The documenting subject keeps pursuing his dream without putting it in the

drawer but setting a method that induces him to pursue it. The methodical approach

is then here the key to maintain the dream which the involvement in the social

life tends to erase.

PSEUDO  As  the  work  of  the  documenting  subject  cannot  be  conceived  as  fully

artistic,  it  can't  be  conceived  scientific  in  that  he  does  not  make  full

acknowledgment to the material adopted. This manipulation can be conceived as a

way to get over the block caused by much correctness in respecting the rights of

such material.

SPLIT The documenting subject seems to be split by his willing of fully endorsing

new media to reconstitute himself and all the old media practices he has to

undertake in order for the conservative society to be able to assess him.

COMBINING  The  documenting  subject  attempts  to  combine  an  high  experience  of

technology with an equally high experience of nature.

REDUCTED As the social education takes the individual away from nature, the system

adopted by the documenting subject can be seen as rather taking himself back to a

even deeper nature, a nature which is yet to be invaded by society, that of the

inner self.

TWEAKING As the circumstances around the documenting subject, or the documenting

subject himself might change, certain instances of the project can be tweak like

for instance, recording the speed biking instead of running after a permanent back

injury.

GROUNDED The documenting subject does not wish to go beyond the intellectual

stimulus he experiences, pushing into high and abstract grounds but utilizes his

practice also as an anchor not to go astray.

WORTH Experiences and the project itself becomes worth accomplishing only just

because of the documentation tasks seT forth by the documenting subject through

the project.


